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Introducing 
Gunnebo Cash Management 
SafePay

At Gunnebo Cash Management we are pioneers in cash 

management.

Our extensive experience is in boosting productivity

and security as well as in reducing costs and losses.

The truly closed cash management system, SafePay,

automates and efficiently secures the handling of your

cash – from checkout through the back office to the

CIT cash centre and bank. With SafePay your customers

will enjoy faster service, your cashiers will work in  

a more secure environment, and you will benefit from

safe, fast and controlled transactions.

SafePay CR2



Cash in on  
the benefits

When you spend time manually counting, sorting, processing, 

and reconciling money every day, you’re basically throwing 

money away. With our truly closed cash management system you 

can remove most of the cost spent on cash reconciliation. And 

discrepancies will no longer be a problem.

There are many risks associated with cash handling, such as 

robbery, theft, fraud, shrinkages, human error and administrative 

mistakes. SafePay takes the security tasks away. We make sure 

the cash is securely stored within the SafePay system, from the 

moment of the customer payment until the CIT (Cash-in-transit) 

pickup. Plus, your status and real-time inventory will always be 

available online.

From supermarkets to petrol stations and restaurants, there are 

countless types of retailers – each with their own type of checkout 

or counter. Some only need a single SafePay system for their front 

office, while others require all tills in the checkout area to have 

a SafePay system or a fully automated self checkout system. 

And most want a back office safe in which to store cash until the 

CIT pickup. Whatever your needs, we have a solution to match. 

Because we’ve designed the SafePay system together with 

retailers to provide maximum flexibility for all types of counters.

SOLID RETURN ON INVESTMENT ROI

FULL SECURITY

TOTAL CONTROL

DESIGNED AROUND YOU

Happier staff and customers
The easier and quicker the checkout process, the happier your 

staff and customers. That’s the idea behind innovations like our 

ergonomic, sliding note recycler. Because it’s easier for employees 

to reach, they’re more comfortable and efficient. And with check-

out counters that can be opened or closed in no time, the entire 

cash handling experience is seamless – giving staff more time to 

focus on their customers, who will enjoy rapid service.

• ROI is generally achieved in less than 

24 months

• Same day banking, reduced CIT costs,   

reduction of in-store working capital

• End-of-day reporting is completed at   

the push of a button

• No access to notes or coins

• Robberies, theft and shrinkage are no 

longer critical issues

• Complete audit trail is kept in 

monitoring software

• Graded solution, ink-protection,  

time-delay

• A new checkout can quickly 

be opened without change fund              

preparation

• The system indicates when it needs 

floats

• Automated cash reconciliation reduces 

employee stress

• Recruiting and training staff is easier 

and faster

• Simple and secure maintenance

• The most common configuration is for

 the customer to enter coins, and the 

cashier to enter notes. This ensures 

the highest throughput.

• Self-service configuration increases,

 especially when a SafePay Front-Office 

serves two or more checkout counters

• SafePay is designed to take up       

minimum space and offer maximum     

comfort for customers

• You can start with front office and then 

expand with back office

With SafePay, end-of-day reporting is done in an instant. Status 

and real-time cash inventory are available online, and the full audit 

trail is kept in the SafePay software. The software even allows your 

HQ, bank and CIT to connect. Plus, you can always turn to the 

online help desk for support.



The SafePay system keeps cash secure and unreachable. 

It is also easy to integrate with existing POS systems. 

And because it automates all cash processes, you’ll see 

gains in efficiency, safety and flexibility. Staff will find 

learning how to use SafePay easy, and will appreciate 

how automatic counting saves time and reduces stress. 

Plus, at the end of the day they will be able to close down 

the store in no time. Customers also benefit because 

checkouts can be quickly opened and closed.

At store opening SafePay 

is immediately available for 

customer cash payments. 

Depending on the recycle 

balance for coin- and note 

denominations it can be 

required that staff add float.

At the end of the day, the 

ink-protected cassette with 

the daily earnings is taken 

into the back office where 

it’s slotted into a SafePay 

Back-Office SB or SCL and 

automatically emptied without 

cash exposure

The emptied amount can 

be added directly (without 

CIT collection) to the bank 

account according to the CIT 

agreement

All cash transfer processes 

are managed by software. 

Records are kept of who made 

the transfer, the amount,

current contents, etc.

The CIT Company collects the 

sealed bag or case on demand

The fast and 
simple steps of 
using SafePay

1 2 3 4
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· Guiding staff through the daily SafePay routine

· Automatic online reporting of SafePay status 
including cash inventory with solution tools and 
advice

· Fast end-of-day process

· Complete audit trail of every aspect of the cash 
inventory and system

· Refilling and purchase planning of change funds

· Information that can help you optimize your 
routines

· Online access to helpdesk for troubleshooting 
and remote upgrades

Monitoring and  
cash reports for  
respective store

All SafePay events
sent online to the 
software server

Software central
server at retailer HQ or

Gunnebo CM Cloud service

CIT

Retailer HQ

System 
management

Helpdesk

Collection forecasting 
and cash ordering

Monitoring and 
central reports
Data Import from 
software

Configurations and 
software updates

Central monitoring 
and remote fixing

Bank
Same-day credit

Key functionsSoftware
Gunnebo Cash Management SafePay’s online 
management tool makes performing key 
functions in your SafePay system quick and easy.  



SafePay Collect provides a complete 

range of front-end solutions for cash 

payments, that perfectly adapt to 

the size, number of cashiers and 

transactions in small and midsize 

businesses.

Space and security do not have to 

be mutually exclusive. This solution 

offers shops the possibility of 

managing cash in a highly secure 

manner without having to struggle 

to find extra room in the store. 

You will also gain in efficiency, as 

cashiers will be relieved of time-

consuming administration. With the 

built in software, every single cash 

operation will be tracked so you can 

always have earning under control.

The new SafePay Collect family 

represents an extension of the 

traditional SafePay portfolio built 

from existing and well-proven 

Multiple Configurations

• SafePay Collect interface sealed 

bag (SB).

• SafePay Collect interface sealed 

bag (SB) – Slim Edition.

• SafePay Collect interface sealed 

bag (SB) – S Edition

• SafePay Collect interface cassette 

(CS).

• SafePay Collect interface cassette 

(CS) – Slim Edition.

• SafePay Collect interface cassette 

(CS) – S Edition.

• All SafePay families can be 

customized with the colour of your 

choice.

Easy to use

• Enhanced note insertion.

• Graphical display for clear 

communication with your 

customers.

• Adapted for disability access.

• Multiple currencies.

• Equipped for cash back.

High security adapted 
to your business

SafePay Collect

technology with references 

worldwide.

Offering a solution designed around 

you, for you, for your every need. 

You can choose whether to collect 

daily takings into a key locked front 

cassette or into a thermally sealed 

plastic bag; having therefore the 

possibility to close the cash loop 

with no access to money at any time

No matter the space you have in the 

check-out, SafePay Collect will meet 

your needs. With the Slim Edition or 

S Edition you will have the thinnest 

front-end recycling system of the 

market and all are fully prepared for 

self-service and/or cashier operated 

terminals.

Gunnebo Cash Management’s 

SafePay solutions offer customers a 

quick and efficient way to pay with 

cash in any type of store.

Faster, safer and more controlled transactions 
at the Front Office

Consists of two units, NoteRecycler 
NR2 and CoinRecycler CR2 Slim 
Edition, CR3 or CR3 S Edition, 
operated by the POS system

Closed and secured system

• Cash never exposed.

• Bag with daily earnings is 

automatically sealed before it can 

be collected with amount verified.

• Key Lock protected cassette.

• ECB certified authenticity control.

• Floor anchored for physical 

protection.

Streamlined investment

• Allows multiple POS configurations- 

up to 5 POS per SafePay.

• Optimization of end-to-end cash 

process.

• Cash reporting and automatic 

reconciliation.

• Remote Service Monitoring.

• Desktop and Mobile web based 

platform for centralized control.

Simple Maintenance

• Staff can solve problems quickly 

themselves.

• Plug & Play replacement of key 

parts.

• Remote problem solving through 

software.

• Problem solving routines clearly 

displayed on standard POS screen 

and software based platform for 

centralized control.

Benefits of SafePay Collect

SafePay CR3 and NR2 Sealbag

SafePay NR2 SafePay CR3 and NR2



SafePay offers customers a quick 

and efficient way to pay with cash 

in any type of store. Cashiers are 

relieved of time-consuming back- 

office cash administration as cash is 

automatically checked and counted 

and cash totals are monitored online 

via our software.

From the moment your customers 

pay until cash is deposited into the 

bank, your earnings are kept safe and 

cash operations are optimised, since 

cash is never exposed or handled 

manually and no staff member has to 

be present during CIT pick up.

Daily earnings are transported 

securely into a sealed cassette from 

the check-out to the back office at 

the end of the day. Ink protection can 

be added into transportation sealed 

cassettes for extra security.

SafePay Complete

Benefits of SafePay Complete

Transportation cassettes are slotted 

into the back-office deposit unit and 

automatically emptied.

Notes in back-office deposit unit 

can be stored into a thermally 

sealed plastic bag or into an armed 

CIT case. 

No matter the space you have in 

the check-out, SafePay Complete 

will meet your needs. With the Slim 

Edition or S Edition you will have the 

thinnest front-end recycling system 

of the market.

Your staff will be happy to leave 

on time and you will be content 

knowing that everything is running 

as it should be as all process 

are also controlled by the highly 

technologically advanced software.

High security and optimization of cash management 
in your store in the front-end and back office.

Multiple Configurations

• SafePay Complete.

• SafePay Complete – Slim Edition.

• SafePay Complete – S Edition.

• SafePay Complete ink.

• SafePay Complete ink – Slim 

Edition.

• SafePay Complete ink – S Edition.

• All SafePay families can be 

customized with the colour of your 

choice.

Easy to use

• Enhanced note insertion.

• Graphical display for clear 

communication with your 

customers.

• Adapted for disability access.

• Multiple currencies.

• Equipped for cash back.

Closed and secured system

• Cash never exposed.

• Grade III back-office deposit unit for 

overnight storage.

• Transportation sealed cassettes can 

be ink-protected.

• ECB certified authenticity control.

• Floor anchored for physical 

protection.

Streamlined investment

• Allows multiple POS configurations  

up to 5 POS per SafePay.

• Optimization of end-to-end cash 

process.

• Cash reporting and automatic 

reconciliation.

• Remote Service Monitoring.

• Desktop and Mobile web based 

platform for centralized control.

Simple Maintenance

• Staff can solve problems quickly 

themselves.

• Plug & Play replacement of key 

parts.

• Remote problem solving through 

software.

• Problem solving routines clearly 

displayed on standard POS screen 

and software based platform for 

centralized control.

A truly closed cash 
management system

SafePay NR2 Cassette

SafePay CDS
SafePay NR2 and CR2



Integration into Self-Checkout 

Stations

SafePay note and coin recycling 

terminals can be used with a range of 

different self-service station types:

• Integrated into a Self-Checkout 

payment desk.

• As a payment island next to a Self-

Checkout payment desk.

• Integrated into a supermarket ‘scan 

and bag’ Self-Checkout station.

Designed for Ease of Use

SafePay note and coin recyclers 

self-service models are suited to 

self-checkout stations:

• Slim construction for minimal 

footprint.

• Graphical display to guide 

customers.

• Fast and easy handling for the 

customer.

• Intuitive design for note and coin 

deposit for ease of use.

• Coin box with high capacity for 

inventory deposits and overflow.

SafePay Self Checkout

Completely Closed Cash

Management 

SafePay ensures that cash is never 

exposed or handled manually once 

it has left the customer’s hand. This 

not only improves security and cash 

handling hygiene, but also eliminates 

cash differences, automates 

reconciliation and prevents staff 

spending time counting cash by 

hand. Short on space in the back 

office, our unique front office seal 

bag pick up solution allows for a fully 

closed cash management solution 

entirely in the front office.

Provide Choice 

Offer full self-service checkouts 

giving your customers the option to 

pay by cash.

Greater Efficiency

Give your staff more time to help 

shoppers and deliver a better 

customer service.

Offering each customer a safe, easy and 
personalized shopping experience:

Upgrade your
customer experience

Improve Hygiene 

Eliminate manual cash handling 

by staff with a completely closed 

cash system. All of our systems can 

combine multiple POS configurations 

to best suit your store and maximize 

your return on investment in scalable 

offerings, growing with your needs.

Small Footprint

Slim design ideal for self-checkouts 

and payment kiosks.

SafePay NR2 and CR2

SafePay NR2 and CR2



SafePay Collect

Product Drawings
Coin Recycler (CR2) – Slim Edition
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**For full technical details please visit 
gunnebocashmanagement.com

CR dimensions W×D×H (mm)

NR dimensions W×D×H (mm)

Weight

Coin bulk capacity

Storage – Notes

Storage – Coins

Collect SB Collect SB Slim Edition

328 x 300 x 624

573 x 269 x 839

113 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 500

3.000 mixed denominations

451 x 130 x 1.317

573 x 269 x 839

135 kg

25-75 Coins

Up to 500

100-1.000 per denominations

Technical Data
Collect SB S Edition

350 x 210 x 706,5

573 x 269 x 839

117 kg

Up to 200 coins

Up to 500

1.500 coins capacity 
(measured on 1 Euro size)

Coin Recycler (CR3) – S EditionNote Recycler (NR2) interface seal bag

572.95 268.4

83
8.

5



SafePay Collect

Product Drawings

**For full technical details please visit 
gunnebocashmanagement.com

Coin Recycler (CR3)

624

284

33

351

198

23

24

Collect CS Slim EditionCollect CS

451 x 130 x 1.317

479 x 210 x 738

98 kg

25-75 Coins

Up to 800

100-1.000 per denominations

328 x 300 x 624

479 x 210 x 738

76 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 800

3.000 mixed denominations

Collect CS S Edition

350 x 210 x 706,5

479 x 210 x 738

80 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 800

1.500 coins capacity 
(measured on 1 Euro size)

Coin Recycler (CR3) – S Edition

CR dimensions W×D×H (mm)

NR dimensions W×D×H (mm)

Weight

Coin bulk capacity

Storage – Notes

Storage – Coins

Technical Data

Note Recycler (NR2) interface cassette

479

210

48

370

738

62

738

252

120

242

210



Complete ink Slim EditionComplete ink

451 x 130 x 1.317

479 x 210 x 738

98 kg

25-75 Coins

Up to 800

100-1.000 per denominations

328 x 352 x 624

479 x 210 x 738

81 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 800

3.000 mixed denominations

Coin Recycler (CR3)

624

284

33

351

198

23

24

Complete ink S Edition

350 x 210 x 706,5

479 x 210 x 738

117 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 800

1.500 coins capacity 
(measured on 1 Euro size)

Coin Recycler (CR3) – S Edition

SafePay Complete

Product Drawings
Note Recycler (NR2) interface cassette

CR dimensions W×D×H (mm)

NR dimensions W×D×H (mm)

Weight

Coin bulk capacity

Storage – Notes

Storage – Coins

Complete Complete Slim Edition

328 x 352 x 624

479 x 210 x 738

81 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 800

3.000 mixed denominations

451 x 130 x 1.317

479 x 210 x 738

98 kg

25-75 Coins

Up to 800

100-1.000 per denominations

Technical Data

Coin Recycler (CR2) – Slim Edition
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**For full technical details please visit 
gunnebocashmanagement.com

Complete S Edition

350 x 210 x 706,5

479 x 210 x 738

117 kg

Up to 200 Coins

Up to 800

1.500 coins capacity 
(measured on 1 Euro size)



SafePay CR2

SafePay Complete

Product Drawings

SafePay Back-Office SB or SCL

Dimensions W×D×H (mm)

Weight

Cash Storage

Capacity

Deposit from

Security

SafePay Back-Office SB or SCL SafePay Back-Office SB

530 x 613 x 1206

400 kg

Cash bag, automatically sealed

1.000/2.000/4.000 notes

SafePay cassette IDU/SDU

CEN Grade III safe, floor-anchored

428 x 674 x 954

90 kg

CIT Security Case – always armed

Up to 3.000 notes

SafePay cassette IDU/SDU

CIT Security Case

Technical Data

SafePay Back-Office SB

**For full technical details please visit 
gunnebocashmanagement.com



GET STARTED
Want to know more about our truly 
closed cash handling system SafePay 
and how we can help your business? 
Don’t hesitate to call your local dealer or 
visit gunnebocashmanagement.com.

SafePay CR2



Want to know more?
blog.gunnebocashmanagement.com or 
gunnebocashmanagement.com
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